Sunday 6th of June at 11 AM...
...Finally we'll open “La Bottega”
After a couple of months and efforts in furnishing the old house and workshop of Grandpa
DETAILED ROAD DIRECTIONS – We advise you not to follow directions from the navigator!!
To those who are coming from MILAN (Highway A1 MI‐BO) and from TURIN (Highway A2 1 Torino‐Piacenza)
Distance from Piacenza: approximately 45 Km
1. Toll gate PIACENZA SUD
2. Proceed to the direction of PARMA and enter Via Emilia (way to Montale)
3. Then proceed straight ahead and go past the following towns: Montale‐Pontenure‐Cadeo
4. Upon reaching CADEO, turn right at the FIRST traffic light
5. Go straight for about 10 km until you arrive at CARPANETO PIACENTINO
6. When you get to the end of the tree‐lined alley, take a turn to the first street that you encounter and
you’ll find on your left, a very beautiful yellow house as point of reference.
7. Proceed by following the road until you reach a traffic light
8. Go straight (directions to VELEIA ROMANA) for about 15 km passing by REZZANO and BADAGNANO
9. Keep following the directions to VELEIA ROMANA until you get to a crossroad, then turn LEFT, after
you pass by VELEIA ROMANA and reach the next crossroad, turn RIGHT and follow the directions to
SAN MICHELE
10. Go straight ahead for about 5 Km and pass by ARIGNONE and SAN MICHELE
11. After you go past the town for a kilometre, you'll FINALLY find on your left our Bed and Breakfast!
(Don't follow the directions to Monte Moria, instead keep taking the main provincial road)
To those who are coming from BOLOGNA and from BRESCIA‐CREMONA
1.
2.
3.
4.

Toll gate Fiorenzuola d’Arda
Proceed to CARPANETO PIACENTINO
Upon reaching the town's first traffic light, turn LEFT to VELEIA ROMANA
Go straight for around 15 km, passing by REZZANO and BADAGNANO.
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5. Keep following the directions to VELEIA ROMANA until you get to a crossroad, then turn LEFT, after
you pass by VELEIA ROMANA and reach the next crossroad, turn RIGHT and follow the directions to
SAN MICHELE
6. Go straight ahead for about 5 Km and pass by ARIGNONE and SAN MICHELE
7. After you go past the town for a kilometre, you'll FINALLY find on your left our Bed and Breakfast!
(Don't follow the directions to Monte Moria, instead keep taking the main provincial road)
IN CASE OF ASSISTANCE…YOU MAY CONTACT US AT THE TELEPHONE NUMBERS INDICATED ON OUR LETTERHEAD!!
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